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-t • Erratum in last number.
1K 276» line 7, for grand roycr, read, ci-devant deputy grand rayer,

&JT—OK'ing to a mistake in imposing the Jirst form of 
the present number, thirteen lines belonging to page 297, 
J*«re printed as part of page 298, instead of other thirteen. To 
remedy this defect page 298 has been printed over again, as it 

.aught to be, and will be found in its proper place, to be pasted 
aver the defective page by the binder. x
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To Subscribers ans Correspondents.—I have to regret 

having incautiously admitted into last number, a communica
tion, to which, being without signature, ! subjoined that of 
:Riridle-my-ree, and to which no key or explanation was sent : 
jits enigmatical tendency and obscurity, as tney prevented me 
.from being aware of the circumstances and persons alluded 
to, so I thought they might equally puzzle and amuse the sol
vers of riddles ; and I let it take its chance : this I am now 
exceedingly sorry for ; I beg to say I had not the least Suspi
cion of what its intentions and allusions were ; and being now 
convinced of its impropriety, I must be excused from insert
ing any thing more on the same subject. This circumstance 
compels me again to state my positive determination to accept 
of no communications, that arc not accompanied by complete 
keys, and explanations, both of the persons and matters they 
relate to.

I beg to tender my best thanks to the unknown friend, who 
has so politely, (seeing the behaviour of the poor souls at the 
Herald Office,) sent me regularly a copy of that paper ; 
which I assure him is very welcome ; as, when overcome by 
fatigue of mind, and the cares of an author, editor and printer, 
its editorial paragraphs are admirably calculated to induce in 
turns cachinnation and somnolency, both probaturn est reme
dies in such cases.

L. L. M.
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Printed at House's Point, Champlain, State of New York 
By, and for, S. H. WILCOCKE,

And published athia offiee No. 1*31. Jcan Baptiste Street, MontrkalJL.C .
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